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The event follow up report is an important tool for tracking the successes and areas for improvement
that were experienced during the 2018 Home + History weekend. The report provides a thorough
analysis of the weekend and includes facts, observations and opinions to consider when growing the
event over the next few years.
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Executive Summary
This event recap report is a follow up to the Community Event Sponsorship grant Nevada Preservation
Foundation (NPF) received from the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority (LVCVA) in early 2018,
funds of which were used toward marketing and promotion of our annual Home + History Las Vegas
(HHLV) weekend. The following report details the successes of these efforts, as well as provides general
information about the performance of the event to help inform future planning and sponsorship in the
coming years.
By all accounts, HHLV 2018 was a success. NPF achieved almost all measurable objectives and goals in
this second year of the expanded event. In many ways, the results exceeded our expectations. Working
with a variety of community partners and volunteers, we successfully created programming for a 2.5 day
event, consisting of 19 individual events offered throughout the weekend. Ticket sales for the weekend
resulted in a 90% sold out capacity, with 941 total tickets sold over the course of the weekend. The total
attendance at HHLV increased by 25% from the previous year. The number of out-of-state visitors
remained the same as in 2017, resulting in approximately 10% of ticketholders attending from areas
outside of Las Vegas. The reason for this lower percentage – along with plans for its increase– is
discussed in Section 4 and result, in part, from a substantial increase in local interest in HHLV. All other
objectives and goals for the event were met and exceeded, quantifying HHLV 2018 as a success.
The attendee survey shows overwhelming positive feedback from event attendees as well. Scores for all
survey questions regarding the quality of the event and overall event logistics came in well above
average. 95% of HHLV attendees stated they plan to attend future HHLV events. 5% of out-of-market
attendees visited Las Vegas for the first time with attendees coming from 11 states and Canada. Survey
comments further supplement this data. One local attendee stated “I loved learning about the history of
Vegas and seeing homes/areas that I wouldn't on my own.” Another respondent exclaimed, “I enjoyed
the combination of education, such as the paint color presentation which was well done, and the actual
hands on view of the architecture, designs and history.” Additional survey comments showed that there
is much excitement around the future of this event in Las Vegas, among both locals and tourists alike.
The Community Sponsorship Grant helped NPF to make significant strides in our marketing and
promotion of the event. While most people became aware of the event through NPF communications,
our print advertisements and revamped social media and digital advertising efforts brought in
newcomers and out-of-state attendees as well. NPF was able to hire a third-party firm, Vivitiv, to
overhaul our advertising look and strategy. In addition, new staff brought expertise in obtaining free
Google Adwords ads to increase our digital outreach at little cost. In building a strategy for next year, it
seems that increased digital advertising year-round on The Strip and Fremont Street as well as earlier
out-of-market pushes may allow more planning time and generate return trips from those wishing to
attend HHLV. In addition, NPF will be seeking increased earned media coverage from national outlets
who we have now formed relationships with such as Atomic Ranch, Modern Magazine, Nevada
Magazine and RetroRenovation. Future resources furthering our marketing efforts will go a long way in
increasing engagement and attendance in these next years of HHLV’s crucial growth and development.
Overall, NPF is extremely satisfied with the results of HHLV 2018 and will be building on this success in
the future years. We remain committed to the five-year growth plan we put forward when beginning
our efforts four years ago. As we move into the event’s fifth year, we have created a new position,
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Director of Heritage Programming, to work year-round on HHLV and other heritage tourism
programming. In addition, we are beginning work on the business plan that will take HHLV through its
tenth anniversary. We believe the quantifiable results presented here show we are well on our way to
achieving and even exceeding our goals.

1.0 Introduction
1.1 Event Overview
Dates: Friday, April 27, 2018
Saturday, April 28, 2018
Sunday, April 29, 2018
Times: Friday, 5:30pm – 10pm (2 individual events)
Saturday, 9am – 10pm (12 individual events)
Sunday, 9:30am – 8pm (5 individual events)
Locations: Locations varied per individual event but generally took place in and around downtown Las
Vegas, Westside Las Vegas and in vintage Vegas neighborhoods throughout the valley.
Weekend Itinerary

1.2 Event Description
NPF’s signature HHLV weekend is an annual celebration of Las Vegas’s architectural history. This exciting
weekend takes place every year on the last weekend in April. This time of year allows the event to act as
a kick-off for the month of May, which is National Historic Preservation Month. What better way to kickoff national awareness than with a cultural tourism event in Las Vegas? The multiple events offered
during HHLV emphasize important architecture, places and events as related to Las Vegas history,
incorporating elements of preservation, various types of 20th century architectural design, sustainability,
art, culture and community here in Las Vegas.
HHLV features our signature Vintage Vegas Home Tour, architectural bus tours, neighborhood walking
tours, films, book signings, lectures and nightly cocktail parties, including a preservation party to raise
money for Vegas neighborhoods or other preservation projects.
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2.0 Event Objectives & Outcomes

Objective

2018 Outcome

2017 Outcome

•

Expand Home + History
into a 2.5 day event

•

Increased ticket sales for 2.5
day event from Friday
evening to Sunday evening

•

Created 2.5 day event
including Friday evening,
Saturday and Sunday

•

Offer a variety of a la
carte events
throughout the
weekend

•

Offered 19 individual events
in an a la carte format. Some
were repeated throughout
the weekend.

•

Offered 16 individual events
in an a la carte format. Some
were repeated throughout
the weekend.

•

Sold 941 tickets throughout
the entire weekend
Apprx. 640 individual
attendees
Event reached 90% capacity
60% increase in attendees
over 2017
25% increase in ticket sales
over 2017

•

Sold apprx. 750 tickets
throughout the entire
weekend
Apprx. 390 individual
attendees
Event reached 64% capacity
56% increase in attendees
over 2016
200% increase in ticket sales
over 2016

Out-of-market attendees
held steady at apprx. 65
With huge increase in local
attendance, percentage
dropped to 11% (see Section
4 for discussion)

•

Net income totaled apprx
$32,000, more double the
income last year.

•

•
•

Sell a minimum of 900
tickets throughout the
entire weekend.

•
•
•

•
•

•

Increase out-of-market
ticket sales to a
minimum of 20%

Create an engaging
series of events
bringing in a
sustainable fundraising
source for NPF

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

Out-of-market ticket sales
totaled 13.8% of total
attendee participation for the
event
This is a 440% increase from
2016

Net income totaled apprx
$15,000.
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2.1 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
As evidenced by the objectives chart above, most of our KPIs for Home + History were achieved. In many
ways, our final results exceeded expectations for the event. While some improvements can be made to
help increase our out-of-state ticket sales, the outcome of HHLV 2018 is by measurable standards a
success.

2.2 Budget

Summary of Budget Variances
The largest variance occurred in the honoraria category, followed by significant differences in staff time
and branding consultant budgets.
The number in the honoraria category was based on numbers from the 2017 event. However, this year
we did not bring in as many outside speakers and those that we did happened to be quite inexpensive.
For example, Dunn Edwards provided a speaker for free covering all of her costs. In the future, we do
not anticipate being so lucky. We will most likely keep the $5,000.00 in the honoraria category in order
to provide flexibility and allowing us to secure the best talent for the event that we can.
Staff time estimates also varied from NPF’s original estimates. As this is only the second year of the
event, some of this difference is due to the natural learning curve that takes place when beginning and
growing new initiatives within an organization. We will be increasing the amount of staff time for HHLV
2019 in order to increased paid staff for the weekend. We learned in 2018 that expecting our current
staff of three to cover all events is unrealistic. Our plan is to hire 2-3 of our inveterate volunteers to
work the weekend covering some of the smaller events.
The difference in the branding consultant category occurred for two reasons. First, we knew that we
needed to shift this work load to a third-party consultant and received bids that met this amount.
Second, the company we did hire, Vivitiv, provided discounted services for their work. Their impact on
the success of this year's event shouldn't be underestimated. We do not anticipate that they will
continue to provide such discounted services for us. We will revisit this amount but will most likely not
change it drastically.
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2.3 Key Recommendations
•
•
•

Increase expected budget for staff payroll
Work with current branding consultant early on to get better projections of the costs for their
services.
Keep an eye on the honoraria category to get a better idea over the years of an ideal budget
number.

3.0 Attendees
3.1 Attendee Profile
Where Did People Visit From?

Who Attended?

13%

2%

3%
5%

11%

Vegas
Valley

89%

Out-ofMarket

8%

47%

5%
3%

AZ
CA
MA
MD
MI
North NV
NY
OH
Ontario
OR
PA
WA

6%
3%

3% 2%

11% of HHLV attendees visited from outside Las Vegas.

3.2 Attendee Survey
NPF received 112 responses out of 640 individual attendees. The results of the survey represent 18% of
the people who attended Home + History 2018. This is on par with survey returns from similar events.
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How did attendees hear about NPF?

How many events did attendees attend?
4%

3%

NPF
Communication

19%
35%

Local Media

22%

Social Media
74%

Word of Mouth

21%

National Media
22%

1 to 2

3 to 5

6 to 8

Overall Performance Scores

Key Survey Findings
• 94% of survey takers plan to attend HHLV again in the future
• 92% of out-of-market respondents will attend HHLV again in the future
• 42% of out-of-market respondents attended in groups of 3 or more. For those in-market, this
number is only 17%
• Areas of interest: 74% architecture, 68% interior design, 60% history, 59% preservation
Survey Comments
• “I loved the Underground House Party, the bus tours, the lectures, and the interesting people!”
• “I love how much it loves and embraces Las Vegas. I live on the East side in the same
neighborhood I grew up in and all my colleagues live in Henderson and Summerlin and
Mountain’s Edge. They do not love and embrace Las Vegas, they tolerate it.”
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•

•

“Seeing the variety of architecture/homes of the era, interior/exterior design and meeting the
homeowners. It was so interesting to hear their stories! Also enjoyed the photographs and film
presentations.”
“I really enjoy touring homes, meeting the owners, and seeing what
changes/upgrades/restorations they've done. Vintage Vegas Home Tour is the best!”

3.3 Key Recommendations
Based on the survey comments the key areas to improve are:
•
•
•
•

Determine all event locations before ticket sales are launched in February.
Provide more detailed maps. Some of our attendees are not comfortable using their phone or
GPS to find homes for the Vintage Vegas Home Tour.
Work to find more time capsule homes. These are by far the favorites of our attendees.
However, they are difficult to find.
Expand Home + History out over more days. There was not enough time to do everything.

4.0 Programs
HHLV 2018 featured 19 individual events throughout a two and a half day period, including architectural
bus tours, walking tours, homes tours, educational programming, cocktail parties, and social meet-ups.
See the itinerary in the introduction for an overall view of the event itinerary. The remainder of this
section provides detailed information about each individual event, as well as the performance of the
weekend overall.

4.1 Program Structure
Event
Welcome Reception
Uncommon Vegas Exhibit

Historic Westside School
Historic Westside School

Under the Neon Bus Tour

Neon Museum

Community
Partner
NA
Kirsten Clarke
Photography
Neon Museum

William Orr Middle School

NA

NPF RCDC

McWilliams vs. Clark Bus Tour

Historic Westside School

NA

NPF RCDC

Revivals+Ranches Walk Tour

John S. Park Historic District

NA

NPF RCDC

Magic Hour Walk Tour

El Cortez

Pop Culture Tours

Seeing Stars Bike Tour

Scotch 80s

NA

Pop Culture
Tours
NPF RCDC

The Power of Pattern

Historic Westside School

NA

The Marshalls

Coffee + Color w/Dunn Edwards

Historic Westside School

NA

Dunn Edwards

Bomb Shelter Martini Tour

The Underground House

Underground House

NPF

Instit. Modern Bus Tour

Location

Program
Development
NPF
NPF
Neon Museum
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Vintage Vegas Home Tour

NA

NPF

An Afternoon w/Eames Film

Various Private
Residences
Historic Westside School

NA

NPF

At Home with Hugh

Historic Westside School

NA

NPF

Mob Museum

Mob Museum

NA

After Party at the
Underground

4.2 Attendee Program Feedback
According to the post-event attendee survey, people’s favorite events were:
Revivals + Ranches (Walking Tour) + Under the Neon (Bus Tour)
• “Finding new historic areas/buildings that I wasn't aware of before and meeting new people.”
• "I enjoyed the Under the Neon bus tour. It was great to see so many examples of "old" Vegas
neon. The tour guide was also very good and knowledgeable on the neon and history of Vegas.
Not a surprise given his association with the Neon Museum. He had a depth of knowledge
combined with being a storyteller which is the best type of guide."
Bomb Shelter Edition Martini Tour
• "I utterly loved the cocktail party in the underground. The bus tour guided by Wendy was great,
too."
• “The underground home was the greatest time of my life.”
Vintage Vegas Home Tour
• “I really enjoy touring homes, meeting the owners, and seeing what
changes/upgrades/restorations they've done. Vintage Vegas Home Tour is the best!”
• "It’s inspirational and voyeuristic. I love seeing the history being preserved."
According to the post-event survey, there were some suggestions for improving events:
Bus Tours
"Nothing to dislike, a truly great event. Constructive feedback - on the bus tour, which was great fun and
so wonderful, it was a bit hard to hear the presenters when sitting in the back.”
“Wish the bus had not been an open air double decker.”

Walking Tours
"The historic neighborhood walking tour was good, but rather wordy. The long exposition in spots
slowed things down."
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4.3 Key Recommendations
•

•

•
•

Explore ways to increase out-of-market attendees. This year low cost events sold out very early.
We believe more out-of-market attendees did not come because when they found they event
only high-ticket events remained. Need a mix of high and lower ticket events to attract this
segment. We are considering releasing tickets for lower priced events over a longer period of
time.
Look for strategies to make the bus tours more profitable and more attractive to attendees.
Have consistently had difficulty selling these out. We are considering using enclosed buses for
the daytime tours, while keeping the open air bus for Under the Neon bus tour.
Begin exploring expansion into a full third day.
Consider fewer free events and replace them with low cost events to ensure attendance. We
have a high rate of no shows for free events.

5.0 Marketing and Promotion
5.1 Survey Results
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

NPF Communication (email blast, Facebook & Instagram posts) was our strongest promotion tool overall. Among
our print advertising, Atomic Ranch remained our strongest tool. However, digital advertising success improved
dramatically over last year due to the use of Google Ads and Vivitiv’s work.

Out-of-market advertising efforts included print advertising in Atomic Ranch, Preservation Magazine,
Modern Magazine, and Nevada Magazine, as well as ads through Google Ads and RetroRenovation. In
addition, NPF hired Vivitiv to run a digital marketing campaign which targeted out-of-market audiences
through Facebook.

5.2 Print Advertising
NPF advertised in four printed publications: Atomic Ranch, Nevada Magazine, Preservation Magazine,
Modern Magazine. We also advertised in the program for the National Conference for Public History
that was held this year in Las Vegas.
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Example of printed ads that were used in Atomic Ranch and Nevada Magazine. Both full size and quarter page ads
were used.

5.2 Digital Marketing and Social Media
NPF sought to revamp our digital media advertising plan to better maximize our outreach efforts. Suzey
Van Ness, Director of Heritage Programming, obtained a Google Adwords grant for NPF that provided
free Google Adwords Ads for Home + History. In addition, we hired a promotional company that has
significant experience in the tourism industry to design a new series of ads and to handle our Facebook,
Instagram, and Twitter campaigns.
Google Adwords
Google Adwords had a presence in thirteen states. These ads brought in 73 clicks, 2292 impressions with
a click through rate (CTR) of 3.36%. The Google Ads CTR Benchmark for the Travel & Hospitality category
is 4.68%. For education, it is 3.78%. While our number is lower than the industry benchmark, our staff is
sure that with the data we received from the HHLV 2018 advertisements that we can bring this number
up in the next years.
The out-of-market numbers are in the tables below:
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Clicks

Utah

Texas

Pennsylvania

Oregon

New York

New Mexico

Illinois

Idaho

Florida

0

Arizona
California
Colorado
Florida
Idaho
Illinois
Nevada, Out…
New Mexico
New York
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Texas
Utah

10

Colorado

20

1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0

California

30

Arizona

40

Nevada, Out…

Impressions

12.00%
10.00%
8.00%
6.00%
4.00%
2.00%
0.00%

Arizona
California
Colorado
Florida
Idaho
Illinois
Nevada, Out…
New Mexico
New York
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Texas
Utah

Avg. CTR

From these Google Adwords ads, we can see that while our ads receive a large number of clicks and
impressions in California, the average CTR is around the median. While New Mexico and Utah’s average
CTR is quite high. Some of this could be due to a small data set. However, NPF will keep an eye on ads in
these states more closely in the coming years to determine if the high average is meaningful. The CTR
for New York could be the most interesting and will be useful in leveraging earned media as well as
ticket sales in this market.
Vivitiv Social Media Campaign
This year, we hired a new third-party social media PR company to develop a cohesive overall branding
and marketing strategy. Vivitiv developed an array of images and slogans to entice viewers into
purchasing tickets. We received excellent feedback from attendees on their work and believe that their
work contributed significantly to our 90% sell out rate.
Vivitiv provided oversight and assistance with Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter advertising and
outreach.
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Facebook

The gender distribution for our Facebook advertising seems to be roughly evenly distributed.
Interestingly, younger men (ages 24 – 44) and middle aged women (ages 45 and up) were the larger
groups to interact with our ads.
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Facebook demographics show that our target audience is women, with a broad age range between 24–64 years
old. The largest demographic categories across both genders seem to be in that most coveted 35-54 range.

Between January and May 2018, NPF increased our Facebook page likes from 1,264 to 1,528, an increase of 21%.

Instagram
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Instagram demographics again show that our target audience is women, with a broad age range between 25 – 55
years old. Between January and May 2018, NPF increased our Instagram followers from 417 to 996, an increase of
139%.
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Twitter

Summary of Vivitiv Campaign:
• At the close of this year's campaign, our Facebook ads reached 178,025 people (100k more than
2017), generating 228,635 impressions (up from 144k) and 6,040 clicks (3x the 2017 number).
The charts above provide a sampling of these campaigns.
• Our Instagram ads are often the most successful. Our ad with the highest number of impressions
was for our Institutionally Modern Bus Tour with 1,728 impressions. There was also a high
number of comments on our Instagram feed and allowed our staff to encourage attendance in
this or future years.
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•

The new images performed well overall. The Underground House, unsurprisingly, had the most
success with 4,218 impressions and 349 total engagements.

5.3 Media Coverage
•
•

•

•

•

Luxury Magazine, Renovating History.
https://www.luxurylv.com/design-decor/renovating-history/
Las Vegas Review Journal, Famous Underground Las Vegas House Opens to Public.
https://www.reviewjournal.com/homes/real-estate-millions/famous-underground-las-vegashouse-to-open-to-public-photos/
Las Vegas Review Journal, Home + History Las Vegas Slated for April 27-29.
https://www.reviewjournal.com/homes/resale-news/home-history-las-vegas-slated-for-april27-29/
Las Vegas Weekly, Nevada Preservation Foundation’s Home + History Returns with Even More
History … and Martinis. https://lasvegasweekly.com/ae/2018/apr/26/nevada-preservationfoundations-home-history/#.WuMx6sLw_Uc.twitter
Real Estate Blogger Robin Smith, Nevada Preservation Foundation’s Home + History Las Vegas.
https://activerain.com/blogsview/5193716/home---history-las-vegas-from-the-nevadapreservation-foundation

5.4 Key Recommendations
•

•
•
•
•
•

Start advertising out-of-market earlier to increase these numbers. Explore strategies for keeping
lower cost ticketed events open so out of town guests have them to fill in the weekend among
higher ticketed items.
Target audience is women ages 25-65. Women aged 35-45 are consistently the largest
demographic group, although the difference is minimal.
Digital Advertising had the greatest reach, continue to expand efforts throughout the year.
Due to 90% sell out of events, geofencing of ads to The Strip and Fremont Street were not as
impactful this year.
Increase out-of-market earned media, and seek articles in Sunset Magazine, Preservation
Magazine, New York Times and other nationally read media (both print and online.)
Continue working with Vivitiv to increase advertising outreach

6.0 Sponsorships
6.1 Sponsors
Sponsorship Level
Presenting

Sponsor

Service

Value

LV Centennial Commission
LVCVA

Grant
Grant

$41,800.00
$15,000.00

Southern Glazers
Binion’s Steakhouse
Boyd Gaming

Alcohol Donation
Catering
Cash Donation

$5,000.00
$5,000.00
$2,500.00

Gold
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Underground House

Venue

$5,000.00

Regional Transportation
Commission of SNV
RetroRenovation
Vivitiv

Cash Donation

$1,500.00

Advertising
PR Consultants

$1,500.00
$1,500.00

Silver

6.2 Community Partners
Community Sponsor
Mob Museum
Neon Museum
Intrepid Urban Adventures
US Bank
Velveteen Rabbit
BeatleShow
The Ultimate Variety Show
Vegas! The Show
Zombie Burlesque

Service
Venue & Museum Ticket
Program Development
Program Development
Venue for Home Tour Check In
Martini Tour Cocktail
Comped Tickets
Comped Tickets
Comped Tickets
Comped Tickets

Sold/Used
100% sold out
100% sold out
100% sold out
100% sold out
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

6.3 Key Recommendations
•
•
•
•

Work to increase sponsors for the event over next few years
Continue to build on relationships with community partners
Work with LVCVA to increase use of hospitality partner services (hotel, transportation, rental
car)
Revisit sponsorship packet, and make changes as needed

7.0 Conclusion
By most measures, HHLV 2018 was a resounding success. NPF achieved the majority of measurable goals
during this second year of the expanded event and in many ways our results far exceeded our
expectations. Working with a variety of community partners and volunteers, we successfully grew
attendance for our 2.5-day event, consisting of 19 individual events. Ticket sales for the weekend
resulted in a 90% sold out capacity with 941 tickets sold. While our out-of-market numbers held steady,
the percentage dropped. We are working on strategies to keep open some lower cost tickets that outof-market attendees look for to round out their weekend. With a few tweaks, these results show NPF is
on track to meet and exceed our objectives for HHLV 2019 and beyond.
Overall, we met our budget expectations as well, although there were some unexpected variances on
specific items. The largest percent difference between estimated and actual costs was in staff time and
PR consultant fees. The new PR consultant came in significantly under what we paid in previous years
and delivered much more. We plan to continue working with Vivitiv in the future.
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The attendee survey shows overwhelming positive feedback from attendees of HHLV 2018. Scores for all
survey questions regarding the quality of the event and overall event logistics came in well above
average, and 94% of HHLV attendees stated they plan to attend future weekends as well. This is up from
85% in 2017. The majority of ticket holders attended one or two events, while 26% of ticketholders
attended three or more events. Survey comments showed that there is much excitement around the
future of this event in Las Vegas, both among locals and tourists alike. Survey takers were particularly
impressed with the walking tours, the Underground House Martini Tour, and the Vintage Vegas Home
Tour. However, comments also showed that areas for improvement including creating more detailed
maps for the Home Tour and ensuring that bus tour guides can be heard.
NPF made significant efforts in marketing the event and increasing our social media presence, both of
which generated overly positive results. While most people became aware of the event through NPF
communications, our increased social media efforts brought in a significant number of newcomers to
the event as well. Using digital marketing strategies such as targeted Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter
advertising, NPF significantly increased awareness and interest in the event, building our following for
future engagement in HHLV. Followers of our social media platforms significantly increased and
demographic information collected across multiple platforms show that our target audience is women
with a broad age range between 25-65. In addition, the event earned quite a bit of media coverage, with
coverage in the Las Vegas Review Journal, Luxury Magazine, and the Las Vegas Weekly.
NPF received a significant amount of sponsorship for the event in the forms of grants and in-kind
donations which helped to balance out-of-pocket costs for NPF. Presenting sponsors for the event were
the City of Las Vegas Centennial Commission and the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority, both
of whose generous contributions were essential to the success of the event. Many local heritage tourism
focused organizations, businesses and entertainers also collaborated with and/or donated services to
NPF, helping to build a variety of programming and value throughout the weekend. NPF will be looking
to build on these relationships and increase collaboration and sponsorship over the next few years of
growth as well.
Overall, NPF is extremely satisfied with the results of HHLV 2018 and will be building on this success in
our future years. We remain committed to the five-year growth plan we put forward when beginning
our efforts four years ago, and believe the quantifiable results presented here show we are well on our
way to achieving our goals.

7.1 Key Recommendations Summarized
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase expected budget for staff payroll
Work with current branding consultant early on to get better projections of the costs for their
services.
Keep an eye on the honoraria category to get a better idea over the years of an ideal budget
number.
Determine all event locations before ticket sales are launched in February.
Provide more detailed maps. Some of our attendees are not comfortable using their phone or
GPS to find homes for the Vintage Vegas Home Tour.
Work to find more time capsule homes. These are by far the favorites of our attendees.
However, they are difficult to find.
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•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expand Home + History out over more days. There was not enough time to do everything.
Explore ways to increase out-of-market attendees. This year low cost events sold out very early.
We believe more out-of-market attendees did not come because when they found they event
only high-ticket events remained. Need a mix of high and lower ticket events to attract this
segment. We are considering releasing tickets for lower priced events over a longer period of
time.
Look for strategies to make the bus tours more profitable and more attractive to attendees.
Have consistently had difficulty selling these out. We are considering using enclosed buses for
the daytime tours, while keeping the open air bus for Under the Neon bus tour.
Begin exploring expansion into a full third day.
Consider fewer free events and replace them with low cost events to ensure attendance. We
have a high rate of no shows for free events.
Start advertising out-of-market earlier to increase these numbers. Explore strategies for keeping
lower cost ticketed events open so out of town guests have them to fill in the weekend among
higher ticketed items.
Target audience is women ages 25-65. Women aged 35-45 are consistently the largest
demographic group, although the difference is minimal.
Digital Advertising had the greatest reach, continue to expand efforts throughout the year.
Due to 90% sell out of events, geofencing of ads to The Strip and Fremont Street were not as
impactful this year.
Increase out-of-market earned media, and seek articles in Sunset Magazine, Preservation
Magazine, New York Times and other nationally read media (both print and online.)
Continue working with Vivitiv to increase advertising outreach
Work to increase sponsors for the event over next few years
Continue to build on relationships with community partners
Work with LVCVA to increase use of hospitality partner services (hotel, transportation, rental
car)
Revisit sponsorship packet, and make changes as needed
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